Helping robots and humans learn to play
nicely together
“In Isaac Asimov’s classic series of short stories I,Robot, he lists
the first law of robotics as, “A robot may not injure a human
being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to
harm.” Yet in the real world of warehouses and distribution
centers, there is no such caveat. As a result, robotics are
usually either isolated completely or cordoned off by fences,
light curtains or other barriers in order to prevent humans from
putting themselves in harm’s way...”
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The Wynright automated robotic truck loader (RTL) brings
the benefits of robotics to the shipping department, by saving
time and money in what is sure to be the last horizon of
automation: fully cubed truck loading. It’s so unique, it is
patented.
Introducing the RTL

CHECK US OUT
Visit us at our New Website!

At 40 years, we've taken a
single-minded approach and
unified Midco, Lighthouse
Selections and our
Automotion® conveyor
equipment company, all onto
one website. We think you will
find it easier to use. Check us
out at www.wynright.com.
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U.S.-based provider of
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systems.
Since its founding in 1972,
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partner to some of the world’s
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companies, showing them how
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tomorrow.
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Robotic technology for truck
loading/unloading
In distribution systems, floor loading of over-the-road trailers
and shipping containers is common. Robotics is the solution to
this time and labor intensive process.
Palletized AGV trailer loading Wynright provides an
automated solution for loading trailers with palletized product.
We have integrated guided vehicles, capable of safely and
automatically loading common over-the-road trailers for several
of our clients.
Robotic truck loading Wynright provides solutions for dead
stacking directly onto the floor of a truck or container. We have
developed a patented truck loading system capable of safely
and economically fluid loading product directly into trailers.
Robotic truck unloading With 3-D vision to locate product
inside the truck or container, Wynright’s truck-loading
application can be adapted to unload cargo containers and
trailers.
Click here for an overview of Wynright’s robotic capabilities.
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